
Berkeley Considers “Disposable-Free Dining” Legislation to
Curb Use of Disposable Foodware

The Berkeley City Council is considering the Disposable Foodware and Litter Reduction
Ordinance, the most ambitious and comprehensive piece of municipal legislation in the US aimed at
reducing single-use disposable foodware.

“Single-use disposable foodware is a local and global problem, one with enormous financial and
environmental costs,” says Council Member Sophie Hahn, the ordinance’s co-author. Berkeley’s
proposed legislation builds on a wave of similar city ordinances, including in Santa Cruz, Alameda,
Davis, Seattle, Ft. Myers, and Malibu, that have been passed in response to troubling global levels of
plastic pollution.

Berkeley’s “Disposable-Free Dining” ordinance goes further than prior initiatives, requiring:
● only reusable foodware can be used for dine-in

service,
● all takeout foodware must be approved as recyclable or compostable in the City’s

collection programs,
● food vendors charge customers $0.25 for every disposable beverage cup and $0.25 for

every disposable food container provided, and
● disposable compostable straws, stirrers, cup spill plugs, napkins, and utensils for take-out

are provided only upon request by the customer or at a self-serve station.

STREET LITTER According to a Clean Water Action study, food and beverage packaging comprise
the majority of all Bay Area street litter. Bay Area cities are struggling to meet the Regional Water
Board’s zero litter to storm drains requirement by 2022. Like other cities, Berkeley bears the cost of
litter abatement – including the costly collection of debris from storm drains – as do the business
districts. Last year alone, the Telegraph Avenue Business Improvement District’s street ambassadors
picked up over 22 tons of litter.

OCEAN POLLUTION Globally, single-use disposable foodware is contributing to plastic pollution
in the world’s oceans, drinking water, and food. 80% of plastic found in the ocean come from
land-based sources. Shoreline Cleanup volunteers collected 5,826 food wrappers; 2,156 straws and
stirrers; 1,577 forks, knives, and spoons; and 3,269 foam packaging items from Berkeley, Albany, and
Emeryville shorelines in 2016.



EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES “Our throw-away culture is leading to a proliferation of plastics in our
food, air, and drinking water, which threatens human health and all ocean life. The solutions must
focus on reducing the use of disposable food packaging that is the biggest contributor to the problem,”
says Upstream’s Policy Director Miriam Gordon. “Globally, we’ve seen that charging consumers for
plastic bags is the most effective way to shift people from disposables to reusables. The
Disposable-Free Dining ordinance builds on that strategy.”

BUSINESS BENEFITS “Businesses that make these changes are often surprised at the cost savings
and customer satisfac- tion when they move away from disposables,” says Samantha Sommer, who
manages Clean Water Action’s Rethink Disposable Program. Clean Water Action’s survey of Berkeley
food establishments revealed strong support for reducing disposable food packaging waste to address
environmental impact. Though 74% of survey respondents used all disposables or a combination of
disposable and reusable foodware in their operations, the majority of businesses would support
legislation to charge for disposable cups (58%) and foodware containers (67%) if all businesses are
required to charge the same amount.

THE LIMITS OF RECYCLING Since January, China has ceased to accept US recycling
contaminated with dirty, disposable food- ware, creating a crisis in the recycling industry. “Most of the
single-use plastic foodware has no value in today’s recycling markets. With China’s new ban on
importing plastic scrap, cities are actually paying to get rid of it,” says Martin Bourque, Executive
Director of the Ecology Center, the nonprofit that has collected Berkeley’s recycling since 1973. “Much
of the low-grade plastic that now gets shipped to South East Asia may end up dumped or burned,
despoiling their environment and poisoning workers. We cannot recycle or compost our way out of the
disposable foodware problem. We have to focus on reduction.”

HEALTH IMPACTS Single-use compostable foodware made from paper or fiber presents other
environmental dilemmas. The thin, plastic coating added to make some compostable foodware
impermeable contaminates composting operations. Other compostable foodware uses fluorinated
chemical (PFASs) to create a grease and water barrier. PFAS are highly persistent synthetic chemicals,
some of which have been associated with cancer, developmental toxicity, immunotoxicity, and other
health effects. PFASs in food packaging can leach into food and increase dietary exposure, and also
persist in compost after the container decomposes.

BERKELEY’S ZERO WASTE GOALS Berkeley’s Disposable-Free Dining ordinance builds on a
long history of Berkeley initiatives aimed at phasing out products with high environmental costs, such
as single-use plastic bags and poly- styrene. The City of Berkeley is currently diverting approximately
75% of its discards and striving toward its goal of reaching Zero Waste by 2020.



INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT SUPPORT The ordinance is supported by a coalition of over
1000 local, national, and international organiza- tions participating in the Break Free from Plastic
(BFFP) global movement, including the Ecology Center, Clean Water Action, UpStream, The Story of
Stuff Project, Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives, Plastic Pollution Coalition, and Surfrider
Foundation.


